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Abstract
Ontario Place, located in Lake Ontario along Toronto’s shoreline, was always
meant to be for the public.1 In its current conditions, the ongoing neglect by the
Government of Ontario for the last several years, has led to the degradation and
disrepair of many of the structures and landscape of the site. How can Ontario
Place be reimagined as a commons for the city of Toronto and the province
of Ontario to experience and celebrate the waterfront? The islands of Ontario
Place are reimagined through the lens of nested scales of intervention ranging
from the Great Lakes watershed, to the city of Toronto, the waterfront, and
the five Pod buildings on the site. Historic-interpretive research was completed
on the designers of Ontario Place, megastructure precedents, and site studies
of the current conditions. The knowledge gained from the research and site
analysis of Ontario Place influenced a series of architectural and environmental
interventions to the site.
The design interventions take into consideration both the landscape and
architectural re-mediation and re-imagination of a new commons using
sustainability, ecology, rewilding, and interactive play/ learning as key
components of the design for a new operative landscape. A living breakwater off
the shores of the islands, a data collection archipelago around the Great Lakes,
wetland planting, water filtration and ruin demolition for replanting remediate
the landscape of Ontario Place. An adaptive-reuse of the out-of-commission Pod
megastructures, strips the current skin of the buildings to expose the structural
frame underneath. This frame is loaded with plug n’ play containers that hold
various public programs. These containers are plugged in and out seasonally,
refreshing and molding to the needs of the community. Greater impacts of the
project aim to generate more public green space along the Toronto waterfront
for the community in the midst of COVID-19, create a pilot project for the health
of the Great Lakes system and education of the public, as well as continuing
the recent reclamation of the waterfront from industry to public space by
Waterfront Toronto for all people to enjoy.

1 A History of Ontario Place, Youtube, 00:50.
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Introduction

Figure 01: Cinesphere and willow trees on West Island, Author, September 2020.
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Introduction

Introduction
Ontario Place, located on Toronto’s shoreline of Lake Ontario, was a space
created as “a park for the people”2 in order for Ontarians without summer homes
to have a destination to retreat to outside of the city. This site was a reaction
to the success of Expo 67 in Montreal, and intended to exhibit the province’s
achievements in technology, industry and culture.3 In 1971, architect Eberhard
Zeidler and landscape architect Michael Hough were chosen to design the two
man-made islands that make up twenty-eight hectares of land with access to
thirty-five hectares of water.4 The islands are linked to the waterfront via a
network of pedestrian bridges and waterfront trails.5 Structures that remain on
the island today from the original design include the triodetic dome housing the
Cinesphere, the five tensile Pods, and the Children’s Village. Ontario Place was
declared a cultural heritage landscape by the Ontario Government in 2017.6
In 2018, the Ontario Government opened the site to international development
calls, with no transparency to the public. Currently, this puts Ontario Place
with it’s unique architecture and public shoreline at risk of privatization. The
province has not come forward with a conservation management plan, leaving
this heritage site and it’s structures vulnerable to being damaged or erased. The
Future of Ontario Place Project is a public campaign that is working towards
building public knowledge of the heritage values, as well as imagining a future
where public access to Ontario Place remains. The Future of Ontario Place
Project has launched ‘Ontario Place: A Call for Counter Proposals’ competition,
and done a great deal of their own research which has been compiled and made
available on their website. This was a starting point for the research within this
thesis document.
The scope of this project became the West and East islands of Ontario Place,
as well as the shoreline on the mainland, tackling the degrading landscape,
buildings in ruin, and general misuse and neglect of the space. The resulting
question from this initial research was formed, how can Ontario Place be reimagined as a commons for the city of Toronto to experience and celebrate the
waterfront? The islands of Ontario Place are reimagined through the lens of
nested scales of intervention ranging from the Great Lakes watershed, to the city
of Toronto, the waterfront, and the five Pod buildings on the site.
Historical-interpretive research was completed on the Great Lakes with a
specific focus on Lake Ontario, as well as the changing shoreline of the Toronto
waterfront. The analysis of key projects by Eberhard Zeidler, Michael Hough and
Eric McMillan provided an understanding of original intentions for the site, as
well as how these successfully and unsuccessfully affect Ontario Place today.
Through site reconnaissance and embodied experience of the site in its context,
current site conditions were analysed and appropriate interventions determined.
2 A History of Ontario Place, Youtube, 00:50.
3 Dave LeBlanc, “Bitter Green: It’s Not Just Ontario Place’s Buildings That Face an Uncertain Future,”
The Globe and Mail.
4 The Future of Ontario Place Project, Ontario Place: A Call for Counterproposals, Canada Wide
Design Challenge Brief (Toronto, ON: Future of Ontario Place Project, 2020), 22.
5 The Future of Ontario Place Project, Ontario Place: A Call for Counterproposals, Canada Wide
Design Challenge Brief 22.
6 A History of Ontario Place, Youtube, 10:10.
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Site analysis was conducted over the course of eight months, returning to the
site once every month or every other month to photograph the conditions
seasonally. Analysis of the building and island structure was completed by
looking over the original architectural drawings and re-drawing specific elements
of the framing that were vital to understanding the current Pods. Throughout
this research, photography and mapping studies, were used to gain a greater
understanding and embodied knowledge of the site. The interventions include
both the landscape and architectural re-mediation and re-imagination of a new
commons using sustainability, ecology, rewilding, and interactive play/ learning
as key components of the design for a new operative landscape.
As an homage to the original programmatic intentions for Ontario Place, a
satellite science and ecology based centre is designed for the adaptive-reuse of
the Pods. This is to be used to educate the public, geared specifically towards
children’s learning through play and discovery. As a satellite centre, this space
connects to the Ontario Science Centre in the Don Valley (Toronto) and other
science based programs across Ontario including Science North (Sudbury), both
by Raymond Moriyama. This would include a re-wilding of the site which spills
out and stitches into the city of Toronto. Specific programs focus around the
ecology of the site and the health of the Great Lakes. Landscape interventions
including the removal of ruin structures, the planting of native species, the
introduction of a living breakwater, and the implementation of a floating
archipelago collecting data around the Great Lakes, that allow for a richer
ecological and resilient public green space for the community.
The adaptive-reuse of the Pod buildings at Ontario Place house programs
geared towards water filtration and wind energy, with an interactive element
for children to discover and play with. This is achieved by allowing children to
play with controlling the limit or increase water flow going through filtration
and wind effects on the Pods. This science/ ecology centre fosters both learning
and interaction with the landscape and natural elements, focusing on the Great
Lakes, the restoration of the water and the land, and sustainable practices
for protecting these places. Ontario Place fits into a greater master plan of
Waterfront Toronto, using neighbouring projects as precedents of the rewilding,
remediation and re-connection possible for the community to experience and
celebrate their waterfront city.
The original Pods, still standing today, are stripped of their skin to the primary
structural components. The remaining space frame is filled with plug n’ play
programming that can be interchanged seasonally via containers that plug in and
out of the structure. These container spaces once unplugged from the Pods, can
travel around the Great Lakes, as an exhibition of the science and research being
done on the site of Ontario Place. This also applies to other programs like cafés
and restaurants that want to have a temporary satellite location on the Toronto
waterfront.

3

Context - Social

demographics of toronto
The demographics of Toronto have changed since the 1970s when Ontario Place
was first imagined. The cities population has boomed from the two and a half
million people in 1970 to a current six point two million in 2020. In the latest
Canadian Census form dispersed in 2016, the most common people in the city
were: English (12.9%), Chinese (12.0%), Canadian (11.3%), Irish (9.7%), Scottish
(9.5%), East Indian (7.6%), Italian (6.9%), Filipino (5.5%), German (4.6%),
French (4.5%), and Polish (3.8%).7 Other common groups include Jamaican,
Portuguese, Jewish, Ukrainian and Russian.8 Toronto has the second-highest
percentage of foreign-born residents in the world, with foreign-born people
making up nearly half of its residents.9
Toronto has no dominant culture or nationality, making it one of the worlds most
diverse cities.10 In the past, the majority of Torontonians were Canadian born,
which has drastically changed in recent years. The distribution of the population
by broad age groups includes 0-14 years (16.6%), 15-64 years (68.9%), 65 years+
(14.5%), with an average age of 39.7 years old.11 With these new demographics
that have drastically changed since Ontario Place opened in the 1970s, this
space must change and grow to accommodate a larger population with a more
diverse set of peoples. A public space that accommodates children and people
of all backgrounds, income levels, and beliefs is required to be accessible to
those across Ontario, not just in Toronto. These new and evolving demographics
inform the design for a new commons that considers social equity for green
space and providing access to a space all people are welcome.

7 Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population.
8 Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population.
9 ”Toronto Population 2020,” Toronto Population 2020 (Demographics, Maps, Graphs).
10 ”Toronto Population 2020,” Toronto Population 2020 (Demographics, Maps, Graphs).
11 Statistics Canada, 2016 Census of Population.
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Figure 02: Pod and Cinesphere from Cinesphere platform, Author, September 2020.
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Historical - Interpretive Research

Historical context: MegaStructures
In light of the recent Expo ‘67 in Montreal (and in the spirit of civic competition),
a new urban amenity was envisioned for Toronto’s waterfront, as a celebration
of Ontario’s cultural and economic achievement.12 Protected by the artificial
islands and breakwater system, a complex of five pods, each suspended above
the surface of Lake Ontario by a central pylon housed an exhibition showcasing
Canada’s history.13 The Cinesphere just South of the pods featured the world’s
first permanent IMAX theatre. Ontario Place has always been owned by the
provincial government, and with declining numbers of guests in 2011, large
portions of the site began to close.
In 2014, Ontario Place was added to the government’s List of Provincial Heritage
Properties, although the province’s statement of the site’s cultural heritage value
is no longer available from the Ministry of Heritage, Tourism, Culture and Sport
Industries.14 The 2020 World Monument Watch encourages embracing heritage
and community dialogue, calling for an end to top-down decision-making.15
Fumihiko Maki, a Japanese architect, defined megastructures in 1964 as being
“a large frame in which all the functions of a city or part of a city are housed.
In a sense, it is a man-made feature of the landscape” 16 Maki furthers this
point by suggesting that many and diverse functions may benefit from being
concentrated in one place.17 He also believes that the ideal is a “kind of master
form which can move into ever new states of equilibrium and yet maintain
visual consistency and a sense of continuing order in the long run.”18 This would
suggest that the mega-structure containing several independent systems that
can expand or contract with the least disturbance to others are more preferable
to that of a rigid hierarchical structure.19 In essence, each system which makes
up a whole maintains its identity and without being affected by others, while at
the same time engaging in dynamic contact with others.20
In the following years and decades, the term megastructure has evolved and
taken on new meanings through visionaries like Richard Buckminster Fuller,
Yona Friedman, Cedric J. Price, and Archigram to name just a few. Ontario Place
fits into the megastructure narrative of the 1960’s and 70’s, attempting to use
pluralistic thinking to create both fiction and project.

12 “Ontario Place,” World Monuments Fund.
13 Ibid.
14 “Ontario Place,” World Monuments Fund.
15 Ibid.
16 Fumihiko Maki, “Investigations in Collective Form,” vol. 2 (St. Louis: Washington University, 1964),
8.
17 Maki, 8.
18 Maki, 11.
19 Fumihiko Maki, Investigations in Collective Form, vol. 2 (St. Louis: Washington University, 1964),
12.
20 Maki, 12.
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Figure 03: Diagram of Buckminster Fuller’s Expo ‘67 Biosphere- highlighting what was kept after fire, Author with reference to “Manual of Section,”
April 2021.

Figure 04: Spatial City Project, Yona Friedman, 1958-59.

Figure 05: Spatial City project, Centre de l’Art Morderne Project,
France, Yona Friedman, 1970s.
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a historical taxonomy of megastructures
Buckminster Fuller’s Biosphere in Montreal, Quebec, is one of the most
memorable mega-structures of the century. At one hundred and ninety-five feet
tall, the futuristic dome was built in 1967 for the U.S. Pavilion at Expo ‘67.21 It
was constructed on the man-made island of île St. Hélène, representing human
achievement past and present. Only ten years after being built, in 1977, the
outer skin of the structure, consisting of a transparent acrylic cover, went up
in flames, leaving the now empty shell exposed to the elements.22 In 1992 the
City of Montreal held an architectural competition for the design of a restored
Biosphere.23 The winning team chose to leave the exterior shell and keep the
platforms and columns within, some of which were restored and some stripped
to the metal substructure.24 New programming for the Biosphere includes an
environmental monitoring station and an interpretation centre; revolving around
the theme of water and the St. Lawrence River. In the diagram in figure 03 the
original structure and atmosphere is faded into the background, overlayed with
the elements existing today (frame and concrete base in black, columns in red
and platforms in yellow).
Yona Friedman was a French architect, designer, and urban planner living in
France in the 1950s and 60s. He became fascinated with the spatial frame and
believed that the modernist movement had produced buildings and cities too
rigid to respond to changing social needs.25 The work of Yona Friedman’s mobile
architecture and what he called the ville spatiale (spatial city), involved the
flexibility of space and architecture that could be changed easily according to
the needs of the client.26 He was concerned with the unchecked growth of the
contemporary city, the inflexibility of urban environments that houses could not
be easily altered when a family grew or the building changed hands, as well as
the relationship between architect and client (especially the power imbalance
favouring the architect).27
In response to these concerns, Friedman proposed an architecture consisting
of vast superstructures to be constructed over existing cities, and where all of
the components of the various units (walls, ceilings, water and power supply)
could be interchanged or adjusted easily to accommodate new requirements
and environments.28 These superstructures consist of a multilevel space frame
resting on support columns that were intended to add onto existing cities,
building up on top of dwellings, as well as allowing for homes to be built within.29
This unconventional vision for the future of cities brings the client closer to the
design, allowing them to have more freedom to choose building elements that
suit their needs and tastes.
21 Bronwen Ledger, “The Biosphere Reborn,” The Canadian Architect; Toronto 39, no. 9 (September
1994): 25.
22 Ledger, “The Biosphere Reborn,” 25.
23 Ledger, “The Biosphere Reborn,” 25.
24 Ledger, “The Biosphere Reborn,” 25.
25 Dominique Rouillard, “Megaspace Structure Yona Friedman and Eckhard Schulze-Fielitz,” Histories
of Postwar Architecture 1, no. 3 (2018): 5.
26 Wim de Wit, “The Papers of Yona Friedman,” Getty Research Journal 1 (2009): 191.
27 de Wit, “The Papers of Yona Friedman,” 192.
28 de Wit, “The Papers of Yona Friedman,” 193.
29 de Wit, “The Papers of Yona Friedman,” 193.
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Figure 06: Fun Palace, Cedric Price, 1964.
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In the 60’s, Cedric J. Price classified himself as an anti-architect, creating antiarchitecture,30 which gave power to the people who used and molded the spaces
he designed. One of his anti-architecture projects was Fun Palace (1964), a
space that intersected a theatre, a factory and a laboratory.31 This design was a
scaffolding-like structure, in which there were no walls or roof, only floor slabs
(the only architectural component required),32 which visitors could appropriate
in unique ways. Visitors were allowed within this space to develop any activity
in any space, therefore making them the architects of the space, while Price
became the anti-architect who developed the apparatus.33
Within figure 06, a diagram of Fun Palace shows the temporary equipment
placed within the structure, with both elements having differing presences in the
drawing. The structure fades into the drawing, ghosted in, while the temporary
architecture placed within for activities is drawn with more substance than the
structural supports, making this the real architecture of the building.34 Price
was less interested in buildings and more interested in structures that could
anticipate and respond to future change and use.35
In these cases of precedent studies, Buckminster Fuller’s Biosphere and Yona
Friedman’s Mobile Architecture encapsulate the essence of adaptive-reuse
as well as reprogramming spaces to move into a sustainable future, where
structures and cities must be reused rather than continually destroyed and
rebuilt. The introduction of plug n’ play architecture is captured in the works of
Friedman’s Spatial City, as well as Price’s Fun Palace. The reuse and repurpose
of the space frame structure into a flexible and anticipatory space, allows the
client and environment to continue to grow and evolve with the building rather
than past the building. In the same way the Biosphere and Mobile Architecture
breathe new life into old spaces, Ontario Place is very much waiting for it’s
rebirth.

30 CCAchannel, “An Afternoon with Cedric Price #2: Mark Wigley,” YouTube, March 15, 2017, 7:08,
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4gcEv0z5nbw).
31 “An Afternoon with Cedric Price #2: Mark Wigley,” YouTube, 4:40.
32 “An Afternoon with Cedric Price #2: Mark Wigley,” YouTube, 10:00.
33 “An Afternoon with Cedric Price #2: Mark Wigley,” YouTube, 14:15.
34 “An Afternoon with Cedric Price #2: Mark Wigley,” YouTube, 9:00.
35 Whitney Moon, “Cedric Price: Radical Pragmatist, in Pursuit of Lightness,” Journal of Architectural
Education 71, no. 2 (2017): 171.
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Figure 07: Key map of shoreline modification locations, Author, October 2020.
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toronto’s shoreline: ECOLOGICAL TIME LINE
Ontario Place is not the only artificially made landscape along Toronto’s
waterfront. The Toronto shoreline has been modified and built out from its
original form many times over the past two hundred years. Beginning in the
1700s, shortly after its purchase, the shoreline was milled of trees that had
existed along the banks.36 Throughout this time, the waterfront was heavily
industrialized, the natural sandbars dredged and the shoreline built out on many
different occasions. Toronto’s shoreline originally ran along Front Street,37 and
through multiple modifications, was built out approximately an extra 475 - 800
meters depending on the location. Other key locations along Toronto’s shoreline
and within the harbour that were also heavily modified or human-made include
the Don River, the Port Lands, the Ashbridges Bay wetland complex, the Toronto
Islands, and the Leslie Street Spit.
Fill that was found to be used (through engineering core samples) to construct
most of the formerly mentioned locations includes sand, smaller quantities
of clay, stone and wood, along with some household garbage.38 This greatly
degraded the ecosystems that existed within the former wetland complex
of Ashbridges Bay, as it is now mostly constructed of displaced material.39
This former marsh area was in a healthy state of constant flux before human
intervention.40 All of this modification including the filling, the extraction of
vegetation for the navigation of ships and the eventual sewage treatment plant
that was implemented and expelled waste into Ashbridges Bay,41 destroyed this
ecosystem and aided in the greater pollution of Lake Ontario.
A time-line was created through researching historically significant dates where
shoreline modification took place. Locations include: Ontario Place, the Toronto
Harbour-front shoreline, the Don River, Toronto Islands, Leslie Street Spit and
Ashbridges Bay. This time-line shows colour coded dates ranging from the
beginning of modification (late 1700s), to present and future projects (the Don
Portlands). A future project site was also included for an archipelago project
connected to thesis work. The time-line connects to the diagrammatic map of
the changing shoreline, depicting events of filling and dredging. Each progression
of maps goes from left to right, moving towards the present. This abstract map
shows the progression of fill throughout the course of two hundred years. Part
of this history includes the site of Ontario Place, which was added to the Toronto
Shoreline and open to the public in 1971.

36 Thomas Mcilwraith, “Digging Out and Filling In: Making Land on the Toronto Waterfront in the
1850s,” Articles Urban History Review 20, no. 1 (2013): 26.
37 Mcilwraith, “Digging Out and Filling In: Making Land on the Toronto Waterfront in the 1850s,”: 16.
38 Mcilwraith, “Digging Out and Filling In: Making Land on the Toronto Waterfront in the 1850s,”: 25.
39 Morgan Wright, “Chipping, Shredding and Layering: Experiments in Geological Design Thinking”
(Master’s thesis, University of Waterloo, 2019), 44.
40 Wright, “Chipping, Shredding and Layering: Experiments in Geological Design Thinking”, 49.
41 Thomas Mcilwraith, “Digging Out and Filling In: Making Land on the Toronto Waterfront in the
1850s,” Articles Urban History Review 20, no. 1 (2013): 29.
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Figure 08: Slides of Ontario Place construction, n.a., April 1969-February 1970.
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Figure 09: Pods in April, Author, April 2021.
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Architectural Design: Eberhard Zeidler
Originally, the buildings of Ontario Place were to be built on what is now
the parking lots of the Canadian National Exhibition (adjacent to Lakeshore
Boulevard).42 When Zeidler was brought onto the team, he suggested having it
out on the water, using landfill, following a precedent of the built out shoreline
that Toronto has seen historically.43 He designed these buildings with a grand
vision of a place where people could gather, a destination for disadvantaged
children to experience, and for people to experience the water in a city where
the waterfront was swallowed up by industry.44 This was the beginning of the
waterfront being reclaimed for the public as a harbour-front city.
Through analysing the original design and intentions, Zeidler was successful
in creating an icon for Ontario Place that held exhibition spaces for creative
installations, bringing many community members and tourists through it’s doors
upon opening. Present-day, with these buildings having been mostly abandoned
by the Provincial Government, the Pods no longer house programmed spaces
through no fault of their own. As a destination spot for the large number of
Torontonians, Ontarians, and tourists visiting Ontario Place throughout the
years, it shows the great success that these designs had in gaining interest from
users. Although most buildings and structures remain closed on the site today,
many people still use Ontario Place as a destination for outings in all seasons.

Figure 11: Creation of Urban Park Land, Eberhard Zeidler, 1968.

Figure 10: Creation of Exhibition Grounds, Eberhard Zeidler, 1968.

42 ”Explore the Interviews - Margie Zeidler,” Future of Ontario Place, 0:53.
43 Ibid, 1:04.
44 Ibid, 0:50.
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Figure 12: Landscape design protecting inner island from wind, made from land -fill, Author, September 2020.
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Landscape Design: Michael Hough
To understand this unique landscape, researching the processes and
methodologies of Michael Hough, the landscape architect responsible for
creating the island forms of Ontario Place, was valuable. Hough founded the
University of Toronto’s Landscape Architecture program in 1965 and pioneered
an approach to urban landscape design that incorporated urban ecology,
biological principles, alongside urban planning and long-term development
strategies. Hough began with denoting the shoreline and canal space with the
Pods and Cinesphere buildings, which were already planned by architect Zeidler
in open water.45
Through their site analysis, they found that the most typical wind and waves
came from the South-West and occasional wind and waves arrived from the
South-East.46 The wind moves through the site to the shoreline and into the city.
Hough then began to think about shelter for the buildings above the open water.
He created break walls that sheltered the South-West side of the site from the
typical winds and another smaller break-wall to respond to the occasional wind
and wave from the South-East.47 It was deemed almost impossible to build these
stilted structures on open water and so landfill was brought in, in order to drill
foundations and anchor the site.48

Figure 13: Original Model of Ontario Place, n.a., n.d.

45 ”A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),” YouTube,
December 12, 2019, 7:40.
46 ”A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),” 7:45.
47 ”A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),” 8:15.
48 ”A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),” 6:25.
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Hough continued to design this landscape into a park, using the concept of
nature as infrastructure to protect the site and programs from harsh winds using
topography. He was an advocate of ‘landscape as process’, and felt that natural
forces which were typically overridden, had to be incorporated into the planning
of cities at the most fundamental level. He also believed that the regeneration
of one was the salvation of another when speaking on landscape and urban
environments.
With access to a wind tunnel through the University of Toronto, the team had
a 1:30 scale model of Ontario Place built in order to study and understand the
wind’s effects on the island. They placed little pellets all around the model and
put it in the wind tunnel to see where they were ending up. In the diagram on
the bottom left, the orange is where the pellets were pushed to, indicating that
the white space was “scour areas” experiencing high wind. A second test was
conducted in the right hand diagram after implementing new topography inbetween the lake and the inner island, to protect these areas, and the orange
can be seen as having a much greater area, with the ‘scour areas’ lessening. The
photo in figure 12, is one of the topographic features implemented on the site for
this reason.
Hough was successful in protecting the landscapes and users within the
innermost spaces of the islands through topography and breakwater systems,
but equally unsuccessful in protecting the exterior pathways and edge
conditions along Lake Ontario. An eroding shoreline along with dangerous icy
conditions require regular maintenance to control, and with the Province’s step
back, has affected user experience throughout the year. Throughout the design,
an approach towards operative landscapes is built off of Hough’s original design
intent, creating interactions between landscape, living things and designed
space.

n

Figure 14 & 15: Wind tunnel pellet study results- scour areas with and without landscape, Author
with reference to “A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),”
2020.
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Figure 16: Section - original landscape design, Author with reference to “A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario
Place(1979),” 2020.

n

Figure 17: Plan - original landscape design, Author with reference to “A Michael Hough Lecture on the Landscaping History of Ontario Place(1979),”
2020.
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Figure 21: children playing at McMillan’s Children’s Village (Ontario Place).
Figure 18: Photograph of children playing at McMillan’s Children’s village (Ontario Place), n.a., n.d.
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play as design: Eric McMillan
The Children’s Village, formerly located on the West Island of Ontario Place,
was the first playscape of its kind, designed by Eric McMillan and built one year
after the park’s opening. He adopted the simple philosophy of: “What would
I, as a child, like to do.”49 This included a large spider web structure that hung
from tall watch towers, wooden ladders that spun on their axes, hurling climbers
onto the mats below, monkey bars over a pool of water and a suspended forest
of punching bags made of vinyl and foam.50 These environments encouraged
children to use them with their imaginations, rather than typical playgrounds
that controlled children’s movement and activities. It was entirely built for kids
and gave them the freedom to play however they pleased. Nicholas Hune-Brown
(former user of the Children’s Village and author of “Children’s Village Forever”),
remembers the feeling that there were always undiscovered corners of the place,
and the feeling that how you used this space was entirely up to you.51
A year after the success of the Children’s Village, McMillan was commissioned
again to design another section of the park this time including water. He
gathered a team of prop builders, metal workers, and craftsmen in order to
manufacture squirting faces controlled by pumps and bicycle powered water
guns for the park.52 This was all built before the first water parks were open or
splash pads invented. After the huge success of his play structures at Ontario
Place, McMillan designed multiple play spaces for children aimed at helping
children learn through play. After watching children use his equipment, often
in ways he could have never anticipated, he became certain, that play was
not a distraction from learning, but an essential component of childhood and
humanity.53
Eric McMillan’s axonometric drawing of his exhibition design for the Pods
(specifically Pod Three), which was an explosion exhibit that included the most
elaborate audio-visual exhibit that had ever been built at the time.54 This told the
economic social history of Ontario in ten minutes, housing four hundred people
in each of the ten minute time blocks.55 From there, guests would proceed to
Pod Four which housed another exhibit called ‘Ontario Style,’ a black box with
hanging punching bags. These bags were meant for interaction, with projected
images of certain wars that had taken place (i.e. war of 1812), as guests pushed
their way through the bags. Pod Five exhibited 70mm film projected consumerist
content. These exhibits were deemed unsuccessful by McMillan in his interview
with the Future of Ontario Place, as they had problems of their own. When
McMillan was named chief designer, his first task was to redesign these
exhibitions.

49 Nicholas Hune-Brown, “Children’s Village Forever,” The Local, https://thelocal.to/childrens-village-forever/.
50 Hune-Brown, “Children’s Village Forever,” The Local.
51 Hune-Brown, “Children’s Village Forever,” The Local.
52 Hune-Brown, “Children’s Village Forever,” The Local.
53 Hune-Brown, “Children’s Village Forever,” The Local.
54 “Explore the Interviews - Eric McMillan,” Future of Ontario Place.
55 “Explore the Interviews - Eric McMillan,” Future of Ontario Place.
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Figure 19: Photograph of Children’s Village Inside Tent, n.a., n.d.

Figure 20: Child playing at Children’s Village, n.a., n.d.

Figure 21: Photograph of children playing at Eric McMillan’s Splash Pad (Ontario Place), n.a., n.d.
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Eric McMillan successfully created a space in which children are in charge of
play, encouraging them to experiment and learn in their own environments.
These opportunities for children provided experiences not available within the
home or on the street. These principles of unstructured and imaginative play
have influenced the design of the science centre, allowing children and adults
to engage in hands-on learning within the environment of water, wind and
landscape.
Understanding the precedents of play on the site, major design moves for an
adaptive-reuse incorporate this aspect through plug n’ play architecture as well
as hands-on learning within the landscape design. Ontario Place is already a
playful site, placed directly into the water of Lake Ontario, with bridges and
floating pavilions to be explored by its patrons. Continuing this typology via play
through learning a science based centre focussed on the remediated landscape
and the gradual remediation of the Great Lakes

Figure 22: Axonometric drawing - design of Pod Three, Eric McMillan, c.1971.
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Figure 23: Map of select Waterfront Toronto projects, Author, December 2020.
n
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Waterfront Toronto Efforts
Waterfront Toronto is an organization for all, that includes public advocates and
stewards of Toronto’s waterfront revitalization.56 Their mandate is to transform
Toronto’s waterfront through creating “extraordinary new places to live, work,
learn and play.”57 Waterfront Toronto has a five year plan from 2021/22 to
2025/26 and strongly believes that the waterfront is vital to the well-being of
the city as well as the people who live there. The diagram in figure 23 shows
some of the completed and in progress projects that Waterfront Toronto has
spearheaded, with icons denoting the function of the project including water
filtration and flood mitigation, landscape regeneration, and the addition or
rejuvenation of formerly industrial lands into public space.
During a site visit to Ontario Place in late April 2021, Waterfront Toronto public
space within a close proximity were analysed and explored through walking
the waterfront from Ontario Place to Corktown Commons. Projects pictured
and analysed as precedents for shoreline remediation include HTO Park, Sugar
Beach, the Wavedeck series, Sherbourne Common, and Corktown Commons. In
taking this walking tour, specifically on a sunny Monday evening, it was noted
that many people of all ages and backgrounds were using these parks.
Of particular interest were the following programs: children practicing math
in chalk on the concrete steps near the Music Garden; a lady playing hide and
seek with her dog in HTO Park; children biking across the Wavedeck; and people
enjoying the beach chairs at Sugar Beach. The waterfront is used for a wide
breadth of everyday activities by all.
This story of reimagining and redeveloping the shoreline for public use should
continue to Ontario Place through programmed elements like operative
landscapes that put into place systems that use the natural and built
environments to create sustainable and healthy environments and learning
through play. This study led to the understanding of Ontario Place in the context
of a greater master plan that has been in development for many years.

56 “Waterfront Toronto.” Waterfront Home.
57 Ibid.
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Figure 24: Rees Wavedeck, Author, April 2021.

Figure 25: Spadina Wavedeck, Author, April 2021.
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WAVEDECK series

QUEENS QUAY W, TORONTO, ON
The Wavedeck series includes three Wavedecks along the shoreline, Rees,
Spadina and Simcoe, each at different heights and having different slopping
boardwalks. Designed by West8 (Adriaan Geuze) + DTAH, and built out over
water, creating new public space in place of narrow high traffic sidewalks.58
Qualities of note for this project include the improvement of aquatic habitat,
providing shelter and increased feeding opportunities for fish and other aquatic
life.59

Figure 26: Simcoe Wavedeck, Author, April 2021.

58 “Wavedecks,” Waterfront Toronto Website. https://waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/portal/waterfront/
Home/waterfronthome/projects/wavedecks/wavedecks#:~:text=Designed%20by%20West8%20
%2B%20DTAH%2C%20the,sidewalks%20were%20narrow%20and%20congested.
59 Ibid.
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Figure 27: Redpath Sugar Factory, Author, April 2021.
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SUGAR BEACH

11 DOCKSIDE DR, TORONTO, ON

Located adjacent to the Redpath Sugar Factory, Toronto’s Sugar Beach is a two
acre park designed by Claude Cormier + Associés.60 The design draws upon the
sites industrial heritage and its relationship with the factory next door. The park
feature three main components, including an urban beach with brightly coloured
pink umbrellas, a plaza space and a tree lined promenade, which runs diagonally
through the park.61 An important factor in this design along the waterfront is the
attention to the historical heritage that is deeply rooted in this place. Returning
the Toronto shoreline to public space, while keeping in tact the history of past
industrialization, creates a precedent where more industrial sites along the
waterfront can be redesigned and re-imagined as a commons for the people.

Figure 28: Sugar Beach, Author, April 2021.

60 “Sugar Beach,” Waterfront Toronto Website. https://www.waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/portal/waterfront/Home/waterfronthome/projects/canadas+sugar+beach
61 Ibid.
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Figure 29: Sherbourne Commons, Author, April 2021.
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SHERBOURNE COMMONS
61 DOCKSIDE DR, TORONTO, ON

Sherbourne Common is one of the Waterfront Toronto projects that has
transformed a formerly industrial area into public green space on the lake.
It is the first park in Canada to integrate a neighbourhood-wide storm-water
treatment facility into its design.62 This park has an integrated ultraviolet (UV)
facility located in the basement of the park’s Pavilion.63 Once the storm-water is
collected and filtered, it is then released from three art sculptures into a twohundred and fifty long urban river that crosses the park North to South and back
out to Lake Ontario.64 This park also did not disregard planning out its use for
the winter months with a large nine-hundred and twenty square meter skating
rink with views of both Lake Ontario and Toronto’s downtown skyline.

Figure 30: Sherbourne Commons Mesh, Author, April 2021.
62 “Sherbourne Common.” Waterfront Toronto.
63 “Sherbourne Common.” Waterfront Toronto.
64 “Sherbourne Common.” Waterfront Toronto.
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HTO park

339 QUEENS QUAY W, TORONTO, ON
HTO Park was the first beach to be built in the central waterfront in 2007,
with close to four and a half acres of transformed industrial land.65 This
transformative space was designed by Janet Rosenburg & Studio, Claude
Cormier + Associés, and Hariri Pontarini Architects, winning multiple awards for
creating a sustainable ecosystem, cultural hub and recreational destination on
the waterfront.66 The first step in remediating the HTO Park site was to create
a cap to bury any contaminated soil with a generous layer of clean soil, then
new vegetation and built in structure were added to create a barrier free public
space.67 Left over site materials were recycled to be used to build aquatic habitat
and wetland areas.68 When visiting, people were walking through, sitting down
and walking dogs through the green space.

Figure 31: HTO Park, Author, April 2021.

65 “Parking It: Discovering HTO Park”, Waterfront Toronto, http://blog.waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/
portal/wt/home/blog-home/posts/parking-it-discovering-hto-park
66 Ibid.
67 Ibid.
68 Ibid.
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CORKTOWN COMMONS

155 bayview ave, TORONTO, ON
Corktown Commons is a vibrant park that is located on top of a large floor
protection landform (FLP).69 With many amenities such as a playground, splash
pad, athletic field, and open lawns, this Commons provides flexible outdoor
space within the dense city of Toronto. Pictures in figure 32 below, is a wetland
area within the park that aids in flood mitigation. This park was designed by the
lead team of Michael Van Valkenburgh Associates, who implemented a closedloop stormwater recycling system to minimize the amount of treated potable
water used for the parks maintenance.70 This was also a former industrial site
turned urban park. The water filtration and stormwater management aspects of
this site are most notable.

Figure 32: Corktown Commons, Author, 2021.

69 “Corktown Common,” Waterfront Toronto, https://waterfrontoronto.ca/nbe/portal/waterfront/
Home/waterfronthome/projects/corktown common)
70 Ibid.
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Figure 33: Redpath Sugar Factory loading dock, Author, April 2021.
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stackT market

28 BATHHURST ST, TORONTO, ON
While not a Waterfront Toronto project, Stackt Market aligns with the values
of the formerly mentioned public spaces, including art and sustainable design.
Their goal is to unlock the potential for a new and evolving urban space, that
acts as an artistic hub for expression, and social exchange.71 The site is just
under two and a half acres, having been built from one hundred and twenty
reclaimed shipping containers, occupying pop-ups, and thirty plus retailers and
food/ beverage vendors.72 Upon visiting in April 2021, the market was closed
due to lockdown restrictions in Toronto. After its two year lease is over with the
city, the site is to be converted into a public park, with the shipping container
architecture to be shipped elsewhere.73 A nomadic architecture that can be
moved can adapt easily to different environments. Programs like these are also
a viable option to be plugged into the Pod megastructures seasonally, with
revolving retail programs.

Figure 34: Stackt Market, n.a., April 2019.

71 “Inspire,” Stackt, https://stacktmarket.com/inspire
72 “Stackt Market: Toronto’s First Shipping Container Market,” Designlines Magazine, February 09,
2021.
73 Ibid.
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Figure 35: Pod cladding and stair, Author, September 2020.
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Figure 36: Map of access bridges and GO Station nearest site, Author, November 2020.

n

Figure 37: Map of routes and view obstructions to the water, Author, November 2021.
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Connection and Access of existing infrastructures:
between city, ontario place and the toronto waterfront
Ontario Place’s two islands are connected to the immediate shoreline via
pedestrian trails that host multiple different people including those walking,
jogging, cycling and roller-blading. The red dashed line shows how these
pedestrian networks connect to either side of the site. The closer to the
waterfront, the easier access to Ontario Place becomes. The black line that
denotes the railway and some go-train lines, cuts off views to the shoreline,
straining it’s connectivity to the greater city. If arriving by car, the white line
denoting Lake Shore Boulevard or blue line denoting the Gardiner Express (from
outside of the downtown) is the route that you would take, using the large
parking lot on the shore. Public transit accessible to those who wish to access
the site through bus stops denoted in orange and the GO Train transit.

Figure 38: Lakeshore Blvd. from pedestrian bridge above - facing East, Author, September 2020.
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CITY TRANSECT

Figure 39: Figure ground - Liberty Village to Ontario Place waterfront, Author, 2020-2021.

Figure 40: Section - city transect through Liberty Village to Ontario Place waterfront, Author, 2020-2021.
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n

Density from Liberty Village to Toronto Waterfront
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Site Plan

Figure 41: Site plan of existing conditions, Author, 2020.
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Existing Conditions
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Site Sections

Figure 42: North - South site section of Ontario Place, Author, 2020.

Figure 43: East - West site section of Ontario Place, Author, 2021.
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Existing Conditions
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Site Sections

Figure 44: Zoom-in of East - West site section, Author, 2021.

Figure 45: zoom in of North - South site section, Author, 2020.
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Existing Pods and Immediate Surrounding Context
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Figure 46: Great Lakes connectivity to the Atlantic, Author, 2021.
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Figure 47: Great Lakes connectivity to the Atlantic, with elevations and depth levels, Author with reference to Dan Eagan, 2018.
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The Great Lakes Hydrology & Ecology
The Great Lakes are a series of five interconnected freshwater lakes located in
upper North America and account for the largest body of freshwater on Earth.
This lake system accounts for one-fifth (or 20%) of the freshwater on the planet.
In 1957, a navigation channel, from the Atlantic Ocean to the Great Lakes (Lake
Ontario) via the St Lawrence River was underway, with the hopes that this would
connect previously landlocked cities like Chicago and Toronto global ports and
commercial hubs like New York and Tokyo.74 All of the Great Lakes are connected
by smaller waterways, but what makes this system special within the natural
world is Niagara Falls.75 This waterfall creates an impassable barrier for fish and
other aquatic life to migrate upstream from Lake Ontario to the other four Great
Lakes.76 This allows the other lakes: Lake Erie, Lake Huron, Lake Michigan and
Lake Superior an “immune system” regarding maintaining ecological stability
when faced with disruptions from the outside world.77 Each of these four lakes
exist at a higher elevation above sea level, ranging from Lake Superior (601 ft.)
to Lake Erie (569 ft.), dumping into Lake Ontario (243 ft.) via Niagara Falls.78 This
water continues on to the St Lawrence River (20 ft.) and eventually out into the
Atlantic.79
Today, the Great Lakes suffer from great ecological strain which began in the
1970s including bacteria filled beaches, algae, and fish contamination through
industrial waste.80 Continual threats to drinking water, wildlife populations
and human health have plagued the Great Lakes with little help from humankind. The majority of the pollution can be traced as a result of heavy industry,
manufacturing and agricultural run-off.81 Chemical pollution, plastic pollution
and nutrient pollution have taken its toll and devastated this unique water
system.82 Lake Ontario in particular is the most stressed lake out of this cohort.
The Great Lakes Environmental Assessment and Mapping Project (GLEAM)
researched for three years in order to be able to illustrate cumulative impacts
of human activity across the Great Lakes. They found that five of the most
significant stressors include the use of tributary dams (impeding flow of water,
nutrients and sediment to and between the lakes), reduced ice cover (creating
higher water temperatures), zebra and quagga mussels (highly invasive species),
phosphorus loading (results of agricultural/ municipal runoff), and PCBs in Great
Lake sediments (highly toxic compounds from the 1980 that still have effects
today). From this data collected, Lake Ontario was deemed the most stressed of
all the Great Lakes and the most in need of remediation.

74 Dan Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2018), 4.
75 Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes, 10.
76 Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes, 10.
77 Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes, 10.
78 Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes, 13.
79 Egan, The Death and Life of the Great Lakes, 13.
80 ”Pollution in the Great Lakes,” ESRI.
81 ”Pollution in the Great Lakes,” ESRI.
82 ”Pollution in the Great Lakes,” ESRI.
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Figure 48: People using the pedestrian paths, Author, September 2020.
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Ontario Place & Public Space In the Context of COVID-19
Within the last year or so, COVID-19 (also known as the coronavirus) has
changed how Ontarians use and interact with public space. Starting on January
twenty-fifth 2020, the presumptive first case of the virus arrived in Ontario (and
Canada) when a man in his fifties travelled back from Wuhan, China.83 Toronto
introduced mandatory mask requirements in all public indoor settings on July
7th, 2020.
At the time of this writing, Toronto has been in full lockdown (grey-zone) since
November 23rd, 2020 to present day April 5th, 2021. This requires every person
to wear a mask or face covering in a manner that covers their mouth, nose and
chin when attending indoor businesses or gatherings, to stay two meters apart
from any other individual not within the same household and limit gathering to
no more than ten people.84
As of late winter of 2021, on and off lockdowns have Ontarians seeking to access
public outdoor spaces if they do not have access to their own private properties.
This makes public space, specifically outdoor public space more precious than it
ever has been, as Ontarians turn to outdoor activities where social distancing is
more easily accessed and the virus less transmissible. Ontario Place is a valuable
resource within the community of Toronto , offering a large outdoor space with
paths connecting to the shoreline for people walking, running, roller-blading,
biking, and other pedestrian activities. People continue to use this space
throughout all seasons, although more in the warmer months.

Figure 49: GO-Train trip to the site, Author, September 2020.

83 Kevin Nielsen, “A Timeline of COVID-19 in Ontario,” Global News, August 24, 2020.
84 “Reopening Ontario (A Flexible Response to COVID-19) Act, 2020,” Ontario.ca
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Figure 50: Eroded shoreline of West Island - concrete and rock, Author, November 2020.
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The Eroded Shoreline
During a site visit in November, I took photos of the current shoreline on the
Western island (similar conditions can be found on the East and West Islands).
These photos depict the shoreline next to the pedestrian path, containing
concrete with large rocks embedded into it and a barrier of boulders bordering
this. This concrete mass in the middle used to be a landscaped area for people
to enjoy the waters edge. The natural environment has eroded all of this away
without the regular maintenance after the government of Ontario stopped
putting money and time into it.
This shows the success and failures of the site design. The shoreline was not
sustainable for the island alone and nature has reclaimed that through the wind
and surf on the land. One of the main interventions to combat this erosion
would be a floating archipelago that would act as a breakwater system to
allow for a planted shoreline once again without the need for constant human
maintenance. These islands would create a sustainable shoreline condition and
grow out into the harbour and possibly continue to grow across Lake Ontario.
Some of the programs of these floating islands would include urban farming &
water filtration, wind energy harvesting, and recreational activities (alongside the
breakwater).

Figure 51:The waters edge of the West Island- facing East, Author, November 2020.
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Figure 52: Iced over pathways on the breakwater pedestrian paths, Author, December 2020.

Figure 53: Icy staircase - edge of West Island near Marina, Author, December 2020.
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Seasonality of Ontario Place: Winter
Ontario Place was designed and constructed for people to enjoy the Toronto
waterfront during the warmer summer months. Winter elements and the effect
of freezing temperatures were not taken into account as the site was never
intended for use in colder months. Upon visiting the site in December 2020 and
January 2021, it was evident that without regular maintenance any aspect of the
islands adjacent to Lake Ontario would ice over and become uninhabitable and
inaccessible to the public. The photographs above show some of the pathways,
staircases and waters edge that becomes overtaken by ice from the wharf. In
order to have a sustainable future in the public realm, Ontario Place must be
re-designed in a way that incorporates programs that succeed in cold months,
bringing the community to the waterfront throughout all seasons.

Figure 54: Icy shoreline - West Island, Author, December 2020.
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Figure 55: Plan denoting parking lot location, Author, 2021.
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Figure 56: Concrete shoreline off of parking lot - along Lakeshore Blvd., Author, February 2021.
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PARKING ALONG THE SHORELINE
Upon arriving to the site via car, guests have the opportunity to park in a lot
along the waterfront (see map in figure 55). This condition is a concrete riparian
edge that allows for no growth of vegetation and no gradual entry into the
water by animals or people. The rewilding and softening of this edge allows
for the natural aspects of the site to reach into the city, giving people walking
or travelling along Lakeshore, views of green space and access to the water.
Permeable paving is proposed for a new parking lot condition that allows for
run off from the city to first have the opportunity to be absorbed by vegetation
and filtered through the planted riparian edge. This space can also hold events
including markets where food trucks and vendors can set up on weekends of
weekday evenings to sell produce or hand-crafted items.
Along the current waterfront within and around the downtown, areas designed
by Waterfront Toronto have brought people back to the shoreline, but not
directly to the water. At no point is there any space to interact with the
waterfront at the human scale directly. A naturalized shoreline brings a unique
opportunity for Torontonians to interact with Lake Ontario and the water
in ways that other less densely populated cities do including St. Catharines,
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Kingston, Orillia, and other Canadian waterfront cities.
Having this type of waterfront condition accessible within close proximity to the
downtown, allows for the equitable access of green space and beauty.

Parking Lot Condition

Hardened Shoreline

Figure 57: Concrete shoreline off of parking lot - along Lakeshore Blvd. #2, Author, February 2021.
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The Pods

Softened Shoreline

Figure 58: Render of proposed sustainable parking lot - with permeable pavers, softened shoreline and market space, Author, 2021.
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Pop Up Market

Permeable Paving
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Figure 59: Disrepair of Wilderness Adventure ride and Northern Silos - on the West Isl., Author, November 2020 - January 2021.
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Decay, Disrepair & demolition
Many different installations and architectural gestures have been added to the
Ontario Place site throughout the years including The Children’s Village, the
Wilderness Adventure ride, Northern Silos. Attractions like these have been long
abandoned and left to decay into what would now be classified as ruins. From
site visits, boarded up windows, graffiti, and broken down façades in fenced off
areas were observed as cluttering prime real estate.
Due to the disrepair and abandonment of this part of the West Island, a
demolition plan (hatched in purple) is depicted in figure 60 for the removal of
the Wilderness Adventure ride and Northern Silos. This also allows for space to
be freed up, and dedicated to new green space.
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Figure 60: Demolition Plans on West Island, Author, 2021.
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Figure 61: Path to the upper level of the Cinesphere, Author, September 2020.
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Living Breakwater
Data Collection & Lake Monitoring

Water Activities

Softened Shoreline

Figure 62: Render of West Island naturalized and planted shoreline - protected by the living breakwater in Lake Ontario, Author, 2021.

Toronto Shoreline

West Island
Regreening

Channel Between
Shoreline & Island

Figure 63: North-South site section - cutting through Toronto shoreline to living breakwater in Lake Ontario, Author, 2021.
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living BREAKWATER & ARCHIPELAGO
Both Canadian and American governments environmental agencies have
identified Areas of Concern relating to places that have experienced high levels
of environmental harm around the Great Lakes.85 Noted in the diagram in
figure 64, red points are current Areas of concern, yellow are areas currently in
remediation and green are locations that have recovered. The Toronto Region is
in the red on this list, in need of remediation.
In response to the eroded shoreline of Ontario Place and title of Area of
Concern for Toronto and Region, a living breakwater is implemented to help
protect a replanted shoreline, aiding in cleaning the water surrounding the
site. A breakwater existing further out from the island grows out into the Lake,
and creates a space in between, with calm water where wetland plants can be
planted and people can enjoy calmer waters for activities like swimming and
kayaking. The living breakwater hosts aquatic life including fish and vegetation,
as well as human activity. The site section in figure 63 shows the living
breakwater hosting a replanted shoreline, a calm water space between itself
and the island, as well as room for all species to thrive (vegetation, animal, and
human).
The render in figure 62 shows how these people, plants and wildlife interact with
the naturalized shoreline. This proposed softened shoreline can bring people
closer to Lake Ontario, not only for opportunities for views closer to the water,
but also an opportunity to see, touch and hear the shoreline in a natural state. A
softened shoreline brings people closer to the Lake, and provides an experience
of nature and green space within Toronto’s dense city.

Cinesphere

Water Activities

Living Breakwater

Softened Shoreline
Softened Shoreline

Calm Water Between
Shoreline & Breakwater

85 Environment and Climate Change Canada, “Great Lakes: Areas of Concern,” Canada.ca, January
29, 2020.
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Figure 64: Diagram of Great Lakes areas of concern and archipelago placement for environmental data collection, Author, 2021.
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ARCHIPELAGO - DATA COLLECTION IN AREAS OF CONCERN
A floating archipelago is proposed for other places along the shoreline
of the Great Lakes within Canada and the United States. These floating
pods collect data pertaining to the environmental conditions and quality
of a place, and send this information back to the science centre proposed
for the site, to be analysed and exhibited in the pods.
The diagram in figure 64 includes areas of intervention at the megaregional scale of the Great Lakes region, in which data will be collected.
Each icon represents red, yellow or green Areas of Concern identified
by Canada and the United States Environmental agencies. Red includes
Areas of Concern, yellow is Areas of Concern in remediation and green
includes areas that are no longer of concern. These green areas are left to
continue to restore naturally and without human intervention.
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Figure 65: Master Plan with circulations routes, Author, 2021.
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A NEW ARRIVAL TO THE WATERFRONT
The current means of arrival to the waterfront is heavily dependent on
visitors having knowledge of how to access the site due to very little
signage for wayfinding from public transit or pedestrian routes from
within the city. Upon taking the GO Train to the Exhibition stop, nowhere
does it have signage or mention of Ontario Place (a mere seven hundred
and fifty meters away or a leisurely ten minute walk), which is blocked
from view by buildings and stadiums.
A new boardwalk acts as a wayfinding tool from Liberty Village and the
existing Exhibition Go Station through this section of Toronto to the site.
This wooden boardwalk made out of a water resistant wood including
tamarack or hemlock, reaching into the city, can also serve as a way to
direct people through the circulation of the site, without interfering too
much with the newly planted ecology. The red dotted line represents the
footpath or biking path a pedestrian would take from Liberty Village or
the Go Station. People also have an opportunity to drive to the site and
put a kayak into the lake. The blue dotted line denotes paths for this
kind of water activity. A yellow dotted line denotes travel to and from
the island via boat, weather that be to dock in the harbour or freight
exhibitions to and from the site.
This master plan also plugs into the Toronto underground PATH network.
The PATH is an underground system of pedestrian tunnels, elevated
walkways and at-grade walkways that connect buildings of Downtown
Toronto. By plugging into this system, an extension of the PATH can be
made to connect to Ontario Place and select waterfront Toronto green
spaces. This will allow people working in office buildings downtown to
access the waterfront directly on lunch breaks, after work or anytime
they please. A new colour system will denote the way to Ontario Place
and the shoreline, for people who wish to use the underground PATH,
public transit, or other modes of transportation.
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Master Plan

Figure 66: Master Plan with programmatic icons, Author, 2021.
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Programming of the Site

n

A new master plan with program intervention icons is shown
here. Blue icons are water related interventions, pink are social
interventions, as well as activities relating to the pods, and green
icons represent ecological interventions. On the West Island, old
buildings are removed and the remaining space regreened, the
breakwater & archipelago mentioned previously, as well as new
water activities related to that are implemented around the site,
and new planted wetland are areas to be explored as an interactive
aspect of the science on the site. The Pods are labelled in pink to
show the architectural adaptive reuse project to be reimagined for
public use.
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Figure 67: Axonometric of the current conditions of the Pods, Author, 2021.

Figure 68: East-West section through the adaptively-reused Pods, Author, 2021.
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Adaptive-Reuse of the Pods
The scope of the new design intervention on the site includes an
adaptive-reuse project that re-imagines the five pod buildings (outlined
in pink seen in figures 66 and 67). In 2021, these buildings are currently
unused and this project brings people within the public to the waterfront
once again. This adaptive-reuse project for Ontario Place exists in
hopes that the more discussion and proposals for this type of project
will influence a shift in thinking from demolition and re-building to reimagining and adapting to current conditions.
Due to the climatic conditions of Ontario Place, as well as the rich history
of shoreline modification, a Science Centre is programmed for this site.
This program will bring the public to the waterfront and specifically
focus on the creation and harvesting of sustainable energy, as well as
water filtration. It will also allow for the opportunity to connect to other
Science Centres throughout Ontario including the Ontario Science Centre
in the Don Valley, and Science North, in Sudbury, both designed by
architect Raymond Moriyama, who was inspired by and designed for the
specific landscapes of a place. In the film “Magical Imperfection” about
Moriyama, he states that the Ontario Science Centre was the first of it’s
kind to allow for its guests to interact with exhibits.
This adaptive-reuse aspect of the site focuses on stripping the existing
skin/ cladding of the Pods to the space frame structure underneath.
This allows for the structure to have an aspect of plug n’ play. Volumes
and paths of circulation begin to be plugged into the structure and are
informed by their various programmatic functions. Container spaces can
be plugged in and out of the space frame seasonally.
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Structure of the Pods
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Figure 69: Structural Plan - existing level 40, Author, 2021.

n

Figure 70: Structural Plan - existing level 50, Author, 2021.
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Structural plans
The plans in figure 69 - 71 include structural plans of the five Pods. This
was part of a methodology to gain knowledge of the current structures
of the Pods. An original set of architectural drawings were traced at each
level (40 - 60), as well as the truss systems. This was then modelled in
a 3D computer software to create a space frame model. These drawings
were invaluable to understanding the structure and its plug n’ play
capabilities.

n

Figure 71: Structural Plan - existing level 60, Author, 2021.
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Structure of the Pods

North - South

East - West
Figure 72: Structural truss system of Pods - existing, Author, 2021.
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ELEVATIONS
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Figure 73: Conceptual collage of Pods - plug n’ play volumetric programming, Author, 2021.
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Plug n’ Play Re-population of the Pods
The conceptual collage in figure 73 represents the stripping of the Pods to the
space frame structure. The yellow “plug-in” containers are brought to the site and
plugged in and out of the frame seasonally. This concept allows Ontario Place
to have frequent novelty programs including exhibitions, cafés/ restaurants and
urban agriculture spaces. Exhibitions can come from and be sent to locations
around the Great Lakes as a travelling exhibit on industrial boats, through
locks and channels. The frame is adaptable and is flexible to the needs of the
community. Over time the community can appropriate each of the spaces in
the Pods and change programs in and out from the temporary containers.
Few spaces within the space frame will be permanent, housing washrooms,
permanent exhibitions, lockers, welcome areas, water filtration, etc.
The axonometric drawing in figure 74 captures the graphics of the 1970’s and
80’s when Ontario Place was constructed and in its prime. It depicts the plug
n’ play nature of stripping this structure of its former skin and re-inventing/
populating the remaining space. Retaining the space frame keeps the beauty of
the structure and re-integrates it back into community use. The red represents
exterior circulation space, while the orange represents massing that would
become plug n’ play indoor programs.
As you walk across the pedestrian bridge, you enter into the Welcome Pod
which houses waiting spaces, lockers, wash rooms, a cafe, way-finding tools and
information desks. The second Pod houses a misting system that draws water up
from Lake Ontario below, filters it through UV filtration that then mists, sprays
and streams out over and into the structure. This creates an atmosphere where
the beauty of the Lake and the structure is brought together in one sustainable
installation. The third Pod is a play-scape, housing interactive play programs,
providing circulation from the first floor to the third floor of the structure. The
fourth Pod houses educational facilities including classrooms, a library and a
kitchen/ cafeteria. Lastly the fifth Pod would focus on Great Lakes conservation
research and data collection.
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AXONOMETriC

Figure 74: Axonometric of plug n’ play concept, Author, 2021.
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Plug n’ Play of the Pods
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Figure 75: Key map of proposed site, Author, 2021.

Hanging Gardens Pod

Figure 76: East-West section through pods - with icons for programs, Author, 2021.
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Design Interventions

East-west Section
Below in figure 76, from left to right is the Garden Pod, Wind Pod, Exhibition
Pod, and Classroom Pod. The section is colour coded, with purple denoting
permanent spaces plugged into the space frame, while yellow denotes temporary
spaces plugged into the frame. Permanent spaces include an entrance space
with washrooms, service desks, lockers, classroom spaces, and exhibitions
spaces. Temporary programs may include cafés, bars, travelling exhibitions, art
installations, etc.
On the subsequent spreads on pages 85 to 88, plans of floor plates from level
one and two are depicted. Evident from these drawings are the cutting and
carving of the floor plates to make circulation routes and programmed spaces.

Exhibition Pod

Education / Data Collection Pod
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floor Plan

1 Hanging Gardens
2 Welcome/ Check In Area
3 Washrooms
4 Movable Outdoor Furniture
5 Exterior Circulation Space
6 Hanging Gardens and Ext.
Seating
7 Exhibition Space
8 Education Space
3

2

4
1

5

Figure 77: Floor plate plan one - first floor, Author, 2021.
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floor Plate one

8

7
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floor Plan
9 - Hanging & Urban Gardening Space
10 - Cafe
11 - Washrooms
12 - Exterior Cafe Seating
13 - Wind Installation Space
14 - Exterior Circulation Space
15 - Exhibition Space
16 - Exterior Exhibition Space

12

11
10
9

13

Figure 78: Floor plate plan two - second floor, Author, 2021.
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floor Plate two
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Renders

Xmas Tree Placement

Winter Warming Space

Flooding Pods in Winter

Figure 79: Render of visitors skating in Pod, Author, 2021.
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SKATING IN POD
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Renders

Structure - Existing
Cladding - LED Screens

Views

Sherbourne Commons
Cladding

Figure 80: Render of people walking through the Exhibition Pod - with LED screens, Author, 2021.

Figure 81: Render of people in Wind Pod - with art installation interacting with wind (i.e. Metis Gardens), Author, 2021.
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Appropriation of space by the community

Structure - Existing
Sherbourne Commons
Cladding

Hanging Garden

Planted Shoreline

Water Activities
Figure 82: Render of Garden Pod pumping water up and filtering it back out - with people doing water activities below, Author, 2021.
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Render

Sherbourne Commons Mesh

Movable Furniture

Figure 83: Render of Garden Pod - people participating in urban agriculture - growing food for the community and the market on site (parking lot), Author, 2021.
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hanging garden and urban agriculture

Hanging Garden

Urban Farming

Urban Farming
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Figure 84: Canal in-between Ontario Place and Toronto shoreline - facing West, Author, November 2020.
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Conclusion
The adaptive-reuse and recovery of the Ontario Place commons
addresses Toronto’s needs of more public green space that is accessible
to all different communities within it’s dense city. Through the creation
of a more green and beautiful waterfront, the people of Toronto have
access to much more green space, as well as public programs through
the adaptive-reuse of the Pods, that is flexible to the needs of the
community. The proposed project provides more opportunity to spend
time outside in nature, away from the dense city, people can retreat
from the downtown of Toronto. The design intervention brings people to
the waterfront, allowing the users to appreciate the beauty of being on
Lake Ontario, as well as allowing for social distancing outside during the
pandemic.
An understanding of Ontario Place, as well as the Toronto shoreline/
waterfront was developed through many site visits over this eight month
period. Through these visits, as well as personal photography of the site,
success and failure of the site presented itself. Elements like the eroded
shoreline, concrete riparian edge, connection to the city, dilapidated
buildings in ruin and the health of the surrounding environment show
some of the failures long-term within the architectural and landscape
design. To combat the environmental degradation of the islands, a
natural replanted shoreline along with a protective living breakwater are
implemented around the site.
These pieces of operative landscape allow the islands to be self
maintained and clean the surrounding environment through plantings
that filter the water. The degraded buildings on the West Island are
removed to make way for new green space, and a more resilient
connection to the city is implemented, connecting into the underground
PATH System, a boardwalk system reaching into the city to the Exhibition
GO Station and creating parking that acts as an in-between space for the
city, hosting events such as markets beside the shoreline.
In researching historical precedents of mega-structures, the work of the
1960’s Buckminster Fuller, Yona Friedman and Cedric Price provided
context to the megastructures of Ontario Place, and where the future
could lie for these buildings. Stripping the existing skin of the Pods on the
site to the space frame structure underneath, gives way to plug n’ play
opportunities that can be appropriated by the users. Taking the exterior
walls and roofing systems, only leaving carved out floor plates allows the
space to be flexible for differing programs plugged in at different seasons.
For example a cafe container can be continually updated with new cafés
and restaurants who would like the opportunity to have a pop-up space
on the waterfront.
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Science based learning from the site is also introduced into the Pods,
including the regreening and remediation of the Ontario Place shoreline, a
floating archipelago monitoring system across the Great Lakes, and water
quality monitoring on site, children as well as the public are allowed
to visit and educate themselves on the environmental history and
sustainable futures possible for Ontario, and Canada. This would become
a satellite Science Centre, branched off of the Ontario Science Centre
in the Don Valley, focused on the environment and climatic conditions
of the Great Lakes. Other spaces that could be appropriated by the
community include opportunities for urban agriculture, skating, hanging
gardens and art installations. The opportunities for appropriation
become endless as the community can have imaginative ideas for
the space that evolve with time and responds to changing social and
environmental needs.
Proposing a project like this along the Toronto Waterfront promotes
ideas like adaptive-reuse, in hopes that old structures can continue to
be reused for materials. This point on the shoreline becomes a strategic
waterfront plan for Toronto, which can continue to other large scale
or industrial buildings on the water. A healthier waterfront provides
a community with much needed outdoor public space in the midst of
COVID-19. The proposed pilot project for the health of the lakes within
the Great Lakes system, educates the public through research done on
site, that can provide much needed knowledge on the remediation of
Areas of Concern. Ontario Place is a small point on Lake Ontario and the
Great Lakes system, but starting with education and remediation in one
place gives precedents for other areas to do the same.
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